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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 2 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 89



Intermediate Plus Unit 2 (15 activity (ies) 01:33:33) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



The friend you are visiting wants to go downtown and asks you: "Are you coming?" Where? In a minute! Let me get my coat.



2



Who cares! Neither do I. Me too!



3 3 3



Let's go! And I need some socks.



4 4 7



Good. We can take a cab then. Yes, it's not far.



5 7 7



We can just go window shopping. I guess I can afford that! Well, O.K. then. Actually, I need a new pair of pants.



4



2 4 4



Shopping! Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke!



3



Get a move on! Hurry up!



We need to take the number 23 bus. Here it comes. The next one is in an hour! We can walk!
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5



Get your change ready. I have some right here. How much? I don't have any change.



6



Do you know where we get off? No, I don't. Yes, near the movie theater. At the next stop.



7



8 8 8



Yes, of course.



10 12 9



You can say that again!



But I do like that black pair. We can go in if you want. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale.



10



7 8 7



What do you think of this shoe store? They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. It's expensive!



9



Let's ask the bus driver.



There's a nice little mall near the movie theater. O.K., let's go there. Are there any clothing stores? That sounds good!



8



6 6 6



Fifty cents. Here's some.



All right. Yes.



10 12 10



Do you want to try them on? Yes, I do. I don't know if they have my shoe size. I shouldn't, but I will anyway!
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11 14 11



11



They look good on you. Do they really? They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe?



12



Yes, you are!



15 15 15



You have big feet! Yes, it is. Here, try them on.



15 15 15



You wear a size 5, don't you? No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size.



15



13 14 13



I don't think so.



You're always criticizing me! No, I'm not! We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive!



14



Yes, here it is.



What do you think about these? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color.



13



12 12 12



They fit well. I'll take them. Don't forget the shoe polish! It's up to you! And I'll take these.



The shoe polish is in the box. There you are! Thank you and goodbye!



Keywords [19 word(s)] to afford (v.) bargain boot to buy (v.) cheap to cost (v.) customer expensive large leather medium to purchase (v.)
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shoe shopping mall size small to spend (v.) tight to window-shop (v.)



Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)]



Q



shoe shouldn't shoehorn short



tQ



which change cheaper French



D



then them there this that the



k



coat broke like color skirts corduroy



s



some stop expensive pants sleeves



z



shoes size things colors



eI



they same take stain navy gray way



E



let anything them belt very help



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



The use and omission of 'the'
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2



Construction of the present conditional
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Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. For a long time, Angela and Geraldine had been wanting to go on a shopping spree in San Francisco to find themselves some fancy, new clothes. When they arrived, they went directly to Haight Street. Although they had seen many things they would have liked to buy, after two hours of window-shopping, the girls still hadn't bought anything. The prices were simply too expensive! Geraldine sighed, 'If I weren't a poor student, I would get those sandals with the cow pattern on them and I would try on those blue jeans.' Angela added, 'I would buy that leather bag and I would like to try on that little red dress, too.' Infinitive to go to find



to buy



Simple preterite went were arrived Present conditional would try on would get



2



to try on



sighed



added



would buy



would like



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. I often come window-shopping here. Look at that gorgeous, long-sleeved dress and those knee-high boots! I've always wanted a pair of those. This hand-knitted sweater is lovely, too. Oh, what do you think of these earrings? I'd love to get those tight-fitting jeans as well, but I'll probably just look for a second-hand pair. I can never make up my mind so I usually end up buying everything and spending a fortune! Adverbs of frequency often always never



usually



Demonstrative determiners those those This that Descriptive adjectives long-sleeved gorgeous
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these



knee-high



those



hand-knitted



lovely



tight-fitting



second-hand
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (to go)



you'd go



I (to get)



I'd get I would get



they (to need)



they'd need they would need



he (to like)



he'd like he would like



we (to withdraw)



we'd withdraw we would withdraw



she (to change)



she'd change she would change



Shawn (to do)



Shawn would do



Construction of the present conditional



2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: you (to go)



you wouldn't go



he (to enter)



he wouldn't enter he would not enter



they (to work)



they wouldn't work they would not work



we (to reject)



we wouldn't reject we would not reject



she (to damage)



she wouldn't damage she would not damage



I (to sign)



I wouldn't sign I would not sign



Jack (to pay)



Jack wouldn't pay Jack would not pay



Construction of the present conditional
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (be) I (use)



I would use I'd use



she (commute)



she would commute she'd commute



you (know)



you would know you'd know



they (think)



they would think they'd think



he (want)



he would want he'd want



we (like)



we would like we'd like



Construction of the present conditional



4



you would be



Auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (be)



you would be



Penny (find)



Penny would find



Polly (stay)



Polly would stay



Petula (put)



Petula would put



Phoebe (say)



Phoebe would say



Phyllis (buy)



Phyllis would buy



Peter and Paul (offer)



Peter and Paul would offer



Construction of the present conditional
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I would like you would like



you'd like



he would like



he'd like



she would like



she'd like



I would like



I'd like



we would like



we'd like



they would like



they'd like



'Would like': expressing wishes



6



I'd like



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he'd like



he would like



they'd like



they would like



he'd like



he would like



I'd like



I would like



we'd like



we would like



she'd like



she would like



you'd like



you would like



'Would like': expressing wishes



Auxiliaries



Sentence Pronunciation [26 sentence(s)] Let me get my coat. Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke! I guess I can afford that! Actually, I need a new pair of pants. I don't have any change. I have some right here. Are there any clothing stores? They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale. I don't know if they have my shoe size. They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color.
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We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive! No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size. Don't forget the shoe polish! And I'll take these.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of the present conditional



2



Construction of compound nouns
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3



Verb + infinitive clause
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Form compound words as in the example. Example: boots for skiing a room with a bed



bedroom



a man who sells things



salesman sales clerk



schoolwork done at home



homework



work done around the house



housework



slacks for dressing up



dress slacks



a glass for drinking wine



a wineglass



Construction of compound nouns



2



ski-boots



Use of compound nouns



Form compound words as in the example. Example: boots for skiing



ski-boots



horse that runs in races



racehorse



tennis played on a table



table tennis



game where players throw a ball into a basket



basketball



store that sells drugs and other items



drugstore



center for shopping



shopping mall shopping center



tea with ice in it



ice tea



Construction of compound nouns



Use of compound nouns



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 a shoe a boot a sock a slipper a heel a foot
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2 a coat a cardigan a sweater a pullover a shirt a skirt



3 pants overalls a sweat suit shorts a skirt pantyhose



4 a sock pants a rugby jersey a long-sleeved shirt Bermuda shorts a football jersey



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Broke means you've got no money at all. Rich as Croesus Totally loaded Wealthy In debt



2



When clothes are too tight you need a larger size. extra large room for growth pass me the shoehorn how awful 'Too' - 'Too much'



3



Not your color means that the color doesn't suit you. Fits like a glove Buy it Don't have your size Let's take the bus
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Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ready broke medium far near



2



prepared penniless average distant close



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. large inside expensive near tight



small outside cheap far loose



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



Get your coat and let's go shopping. Get your coat and let's go shopping Auxiliaries



2



I don't need anything special, I don't need anything special, but I'll



3



I really must buy a new pair I really must buy a new pair of pants 'Must' - 'Have to'



4



Modal auxiliaries



of



There's a nice mall of There's a nice mall of stores
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anyway



pants.



Nouns without singular forms



let's take the bus because it's too far let's take the bus because it's too far to walk The affirmative imperative



5



but I'll come come anyway



to



walk.



Auxiliaries



stores near the near the city hall.



city



hall.
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6



let's go let's go in



in this this shop,



shop, it looks like they have it looks like they have nice things



nice



things



Auxiliaries



7



this pair of shoes is this pair of shoes is way



8



I can't believe you like those ridiculous I can't believe you like those ridiculous shoes



9



I don't know what my American shoe I don't know what my American shoe size is.



way too small too small for me



for



me.



shoes



size



is.



Relative pronouns and adverbs



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



The friend you are visiting wants to go downtown and asks you: "Are you coming?" Where? In a minute! Let me get my coat.



2



Who cares! Neither do I. Me too!



3 3 3



Let's go! And I need some socks.



4 4 7



Good. We can take a cab then. Yes, it's not far.



5 7 7



We can just go window shopping. I guess I can afford that! Well, O.K. then. Actually, I need a new pair of pants.



4



2 4 4



Shopping! Which stores? I don't need anything. But I'm broke!



3



Get a move on! Hurry up!



We need to take the number 23 bus. Here it comes. The next one is in an hour! We can walk!
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5



Get your change ready. I have some right here. How much? I don't have any change.



6



Do you know where we get off? No, I don't. Yes, near the movie theater. At the next stop.



7



8 8 8



Yes, of course.



10 12 9



You can say that again!



But I do like that black pair. We can go in if you want. Do you want to try them on? They're on sale.



10



7 8 7



What do you think of this shoe store? They have nice shoes. I don't really need shoes. It's expensive!



9



Let's ask the bus driver.



There's a nice little mall near the movie theater. O.K., let's go there. Are there any clothing stores? That sounds good!



8



6 6 6



Fifty cents. Here's some.



All right. Yes.



10 12 10



Do you want to try them on? Yes, I do. I don't know if they have my shoe size. I shouldn't, but I will anyway!
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11 14 11



11



They look good on you. Do they really? They're too tight. Could I try on the right shoe?



12



Yes, you are!



15 15 15



You have big feet! Yes, it is. Here, try them on.



15 15 15



You wear a size 5, don't you? No, I wear a size 8. A 5 is a French 38, isn't it? I don't know my American size.



15



13 14 13



I don't think so.



You're always criticizing me! No, I'm not! We don't have to like the same things! Don't be so sensitive!



14



Yes, here it is.



What do you think about these? I prefer the other pair. Aren't they too small for me? I don't like the color.



13



12 12 12



They fit well. I'll take them. Don't forget the shoe polish! It's up to you! And I'll take these.



The shoe polish is in the box. There you are! Thank you and goodbye!



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Bravo! The company, Cellular Phones, has made new innovations that will revolutionize telecommunications! This company has long been known for its technological lead in the cell phone market. Its products are light, aesthetic and functional. They can be installed quickly and cheaply. Today the company is launching a new range of products that will make consumers' lives easier. The company's network of phone lines means you can be contacted at any time... ...and anywhere in the world! These telephones meet all your needs! But what is this miraculous new product? It's a 'hands-free' telephone. 'But they've been around for a long time!' you say.
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Yes, but their installation has always been complex; now though, it's possible to install the system in under an hour. No more driving with a telephone in your hand: you can put both hands on the steering wheel. No more problems with volume or reception: if you go into a tunnel, you still get a signal. The system is as discreet as it is effective. Cellular Phones aims for perfection. Say 'yes!' to ease of use! You've got a call? A simple touch lets you hear your caller's voice! The system displays the speaker's name and number, enabling you to screen your calls. Want to call someone? The speech recognition system will dial the number of your choice from those recorded in your directory. The Cellular Phones headquarters is in Paris. Its staff number more than 300, all departments included. The company has calculated that every five seconds, hundreds of calls pass through its networks. What a lot of conversations at the same time! The research and development department is at the forefront of technology. The best engineers are inventing the most efficient networks. No more transmission problems! Cellular Phones' products anticipate all your needs. So that's how Cellular Phones is working for you! What do you think? Astonishing, isn't it? You're not the only one to think so. The company has already been awarded several prizes at international trade fairs. If you'd like to know more about 'hands-free' telephones, please contact our sales team. Don't forget that the company will always be there to help you. Cellular Phones, for a brighter future!



1



What is the video about? A company's innovative product A company's performance at trade fairs A company's success using traditional methods of production The evolution of the telephone The dangers of speaking on the phone while driving The invention of the telephone



2



How is the company Cellular Phones described? Very positively With reservation Negatively Unenthusiastically Pessimistically Cynically



3



Which of these statements is untrue? Cellular Phones' products are more aesthetic than functional. Installation of Cellular Phones' new product is easy. Cellular Phones is an innovative company. Cellular Phones' products are aesthetic and functional. Cellular Phones' products are light. Cellular Phones produces hands-free telephones.
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4



What is true of the hands-free phone? Its installation has become easier. It is a new invention. Its installation takes a long time. It is heavy. It is ugly. It cannot be used in cars.



5



What occurs if you go through a tunnel while using the new hands-free phone. Nothing. You can carry on conversation as usual. You lose reception. You are obliged to stop the conversation. You get ringing in your ears. You risk having an accident. You may be fined by the police.



6



What adjective may one use to describe Cellular Phones' technology? Advanced Backward Poor Basic Inferior Low-grade



7



How may one describe this video? As an advertisement As a comedy As a news report As a soap opera As a fictional film As a drama



8



What in the video is a sign of the company's success? It has won prizes at international trade fairs. Three hundred people work at its headquarters. Its headquarters is in Paris. Its products are light. It produce telephones. It has made innovations.
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9



How is Cellular Phones' product advertised? As an innovative product that answers to people's needs As a cheap product As a complicated product, best suited to engineers As a heavy product As a very basic product As a traditional product



10



How is the company described in the last paragraph? As a helpful and client-friendly company As a company that is too busy to respond to clients' questions As an incompetent company when faced with client requests As a company that ignores the needs of its clients As a company that is facing bankruptcy As an unsuccessful company
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B3) 

ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk. 11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes. 12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 12 (B3) 

Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you .... The prepositions 'in' and 'at' The article and geographical names. 3. I'm.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B3) 

Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 10 (B3) 

Could I have some change for the phone? No problem. .... a cell phone a television set. 7 ... retire to the country date-stamp sell by date fade away timeless. 2.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 1 (B3) 

May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. 6. Can I email you the contact information? Yes, of course. 6. May I fax you the contact info?










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B3) 

They don't have any here. 5. 3 ... Do you have any corduroy pants? ... Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. Bye! 15 ..... This explains why people are happy to find.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B3) 

a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi. The Right Word with speech recognition [4 ..... fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 7 (B3) 

Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Sorry, I'm all out. 12. Do you have .... I'll need you to fill out this registration form first. Write your name on this line and ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 11 (B3) 

Answer the question as in the example. ... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 ..... One part of a payment made at intervals.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 13 (B3) 

You know what the airports are like at this time of year. Anyway, now I'm running a little late. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? 4. My own plane was ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 14 (B3) 

That's great news. Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 2 ... I saved a document and my computer froze. .... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 9 (B3) 

Construction of the present perfect continuous. Auxiliaries. Verbs without a ... Simple past perfect hadn't gone ... Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)] j pocketknife ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








intermediate plus unit 8 (b3) - slidex.tips 

Here, use our phone. 6 ... hurt worse first heard person ... 1. Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call). I have been calling ..... They go to heaven.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 12 (B3) 

I'll have to see how many we have in stock. 5 ... Yesterday we had two hundred and thirty in stock. ... Your next meeting is via videoconference with the general manager of a large U.S. supermarket chain. Sitting at your desk at Cellular Phones, you 










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 10 (B3) 

[You are at a trade fair.] Can I ask .... Word Order with speech recognition [16 exercises]. 1 weekends were made to have as ..... What will you start with? First I'm ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 8 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 14 (B3) 

I worked in the marketing department of a bank. 4. In the marketing field ... I'm looking for a career in marketing. 7 ..... Do you know who's advertising the product?










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B3) 

lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad ... to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.).










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B3) 

We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. I'm sorry about ...
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